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If Not Long Bitcoin, Ethereum - Are You Short?
Blockbuster Risks

Little Reason to Complicate Bull Markets

Performance: Bloomberg Galaxy Cypto Index (BGCI)

October +40%, 2021 to November 2: +236%
Bloomberg Galaxy DeFi Index (DeFi)

October +13%, 2021 +262%
Bitcoin October +40%, 2021 +118%
Ethereum October +44%, 2021 +510%
(Bloomberg Intelligence) -- Global asset managers with zero
Bitcoin and Ethereum allocations may need to rethink their
approach as 2022 draws near, with risks tilting against the
holdouts amid the rapid evolution in digital assets. It's no
coincidence either that China has banned non-Chinese
cryptos, whereas the U.S., Canada and Europe have seen
launches of numerous exchange-traded funds and futures
based on the top two cryptos, winning what we perceive as a
cold war in digital assets. Crypto dollars are the most widely
traded. Regulatory clarity should be a 2022 hallmark.

Our graphic points to further appreciation in the top two
cryptos. If the first-born catches up to the performance of the
No. 2 asset by market capitalization (Ethereum) in 2021,
Bitcoin's target resistance value would be about $100,000
relative to what's looking like a firmer $60,000 floor.

A Bitcoin floor appears to be inching up toward $60,000
from $50,000, with fuel for a year-end sprint toward
$100,000. Ethereum appears on track for $5,000, with
support around $4,000.

Risks Are Tilting vs. Those With Zero Crypto. Money
managers risk falling behind and underperforming peers that
own crypto assets. Our graphic depicts the 200%-plus
outperformance of the Bloomberg Galaxy Crypto and DeFi
indexes in 2021 vs. the S&P 500. With outsized returns come
volatility, as evidenced by drawdowns of more than 50% in
the crypto gauges this year relative to the lack of a 10%-plus
correction in the U.S. equity benchmark since the 2020
swoon. Selloffs in crypto assets appear to be attracting
responsive buyers, most of which face the potential of falling
behind by avoiding crypto allocations.

Tidal Wave of U.S. ETFs
Is 2021 Just Another Crypto Foundation Year? The Base Is
Firming. A melt-up in Bitcoin and Ethereum into year-end is
likelier than retracement, we believe, after 2021 corrections
cleansed speculative positions, and with increasing demand
and adoption, and declining supply, sustaining a bull market.
The startup of U.S. ETFs and the fact that cryptos counter
China bans limit downside risks.

Performance Can Spur Demand

What Stops Crypto-Asset Proliferation, Adoption?
Historical significance is often underappreciated, as is the
case with most crypto assets to start November. We think the
repercussion of the launches of Bitcoin and Ethereum
exchange-traded funds and futures in the U.S. and Canada
the same year that China banned outside crypto assets is a
new cold war of sorts -- one the U.S. is winning. The
proliferation of crypto dollars (the most widely traded digital
assets) vs. few tokens tracking the yuan shows organic
demand for free-market capitalism and the greenback.
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Managers expected to catch big trends ahead of the masses
appear increasingly challenged by the classic 60%
equities/40% bonds model, considering skimpy interest
rates.

Top Arb Target - Bitcoin, Ethereum Cash and Carry

Futures-Based ETF: The End of the Beginning? Bitcoin
futures are minuscule, considering the size of the crypto and
gold markets, leaving room for expanded participation and
potential price appreciation. Our graphic points to a young
bull market in CME Bitcoin futures open interest vs. the
opposite in gold. Bitcoin open interest of about $4 billion
pales in comparison with gold (around $90 billion), but at the
start of 2020, the crypto-futures market was only $200
million vs. $125 billion for gold.
It's the Trend That Matters - Bitcoin vs. Gold

The launch of U.S. Ethereum futures, and ETFs tracking
Bitcoin futures, are 2021 turning points of the latter's
maturation toward general-collateral status. No. 2 Ethereum
likewise is gaining clout as the collateral of the Internet.
Bitcoin-future margin ratios remain restrictive, but should
decline with maturation.
How Long Can 20%-Plus Bitcoin Last? A simple example of
the increasing value of Bitcoin is the return of about 20% on
a fully hedged position if the crypto drops to zero. Here's the
basic math, excluding slippage and fees. Grayscale Bitcoin
Trust (GBTC) has been averaging about a 15% discount to the
crypto's price, and the premium on the six-month-out future
is around 5%. Spot Bitcoin delta hedged 1-to-1 has been
earning about 20% on an annual basis. Highly traded and
liquid futures should "arb" this out, if history is a guide.

Trends matter. We see greater potential of accelerating
upside for Bitcoin-futures participation on the lucrative
nature of "cash and carry" strategies. Going long the crypto,
hedged 1-to-1 with futures, has returned more than 20% in
the past year.

Bitcoin Futures Curve Set to Follow Gold

Cash-and-Carry Rising Tide
Significance of 20% Return If Bitcoin Zero: More
Participation. The U.S. approval of Bitcoin exchange-traded
funds and its effect on "cash and carry" trades may mark 2021
as a milestone year. The ability to profit through long
positions in spot Bitcoin and shorting the futures may
eventually be arbitraged out amid increasing participation
and demand.
Bitcoin, Ethereum and Futures Cash and Carry. Lucrative
futures carry is one example of how much Bitcoin has moved
on from the perceived risk of hitting zero. It should also stoke
demand, if the rule of money flowing to where it's treated
best applies. About a 10% annual return is implied for
investors holding Bitcoin vs. selling futures. Our graphic
depicts about a 20% one-year carry of going long the crypto
vs. rolling a short position in the one-month future. If holding
Bitcoin vs. short the future, risk is minimized if the crypto
drops to zero.

Our graphic depicts that Bitcoin futures could look forward
to a curve like gold's. Reducing the restrictive trading rules of
the nascent Bitcoin future should be a matter of time, due to
increasing participation. Bitcoin-futures leverage is less than
3x compared with 21x in gold. Volatility is a key difference.
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Three Musketeers vs. Stooges

Bitcoin Is On Track to Trade Like Gold. The advent of
Bitcoin ETFs tracking CME futures is likely to accelerate the
nascent assets' maturation process, with positive price and
negative volatility implications. Our graphic depicts the
declining 200-day average of the contango measured by the
fourth Bitcoin future vs. spot Bitcoin. This spread has
widened with the launch of the BITO ETF, but we expect a
resuming trend toward a curve akin to gold. High margins
limited participation in Bitcoin futures, but that changed with
ETFs. The CME limits Bitcoin futures' leverage to about 2.5x
vs. over 20x for gold. A key disparity is volatility, and ETFs
will increase participation, pressuring the contango
arbitrage.

Crypto Musketeers vs. Stooges - Bitcoin, Ethereum and
the Dollar. Stalwarts Bitcoin, Ethereum and crypto dollars
are poised to stay atop the ecosystem vs. about 13,000 rivals
jockeying for speculative leadership, if past patterns repeat.
Binance Coin, Cardano and Solana have replaced XRP,
Bitcoin Cash and Chainlink near the top from a year ago.
Tether, Ethereum and Bitcoin vs. 13,000 Wannabes.
Enduring crypto-market trends include the proliferation of
crypto dollars, Bitcoin becoming general collateral and
Ethereum building the platform for DeFi, fintech and nonfungible tokens (NFTs). Our graphic of the top six cryptos
from Coinmarketcap shows consistency among the three
leaders -- Bitcoin, Ethereum and Tether. The rapid adoption
of stable coins that track the dollar is a key notable; Tether is
predominant. There are numerous Tether wannabes, which
shows the significance of the greenback to the crypto
ecosystem -- the buck is in demand more than all other fiat
currencies for transactions.

Bitcoin Futures Curve Likely to Be Like Gold's

Consistency a the top - Bitcoin, Ethereum, Tether

Bitcoin ETFs may have opened the spigot for prime brokers
to on-ramp crypto vs. futures arbitrage.
There's little to stop Bitcoin from becoming the global
digital-reserve asset, and plenty of so-called Ethereum killers
coming and going among the top cryptos.
This Graphic a Cautionary Tale for Wannabes. Interchange
among mostly speculative crypto assets competing with
Bitcoin, Ethereum and Tether is a pattern that should instill
investor caution. Our graphic of the leading cryptos on
Coinmarketcap from this time last year showed XRP, Bitcoin
Cash and Chainlink among the top six. A year later, they've
all dropped (to No. 7, No. 21 and No. 14, respectively). It's this
enduring jockeying for position among top cryptos, often
driven by hype and speculation, that leads us to view most
that rise swiftly to the top with trepidation.
What's Consistent? Change Among the Other Three
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Uniquely Speculative, Shiba Inu Faces Risk-Off
Bitcoin, Ethereum and crypto dollars are exceptions.
Shiba Inu in 2H and Dogecoin in 1H are examples of
speculative hype-coins better classified as fun for gamblers
on an unprecedented 24/7 global scale.
`Joke Coin' Punchline Is Getting Serious. Shiba Inu
presents a unique blend of exploitation, good marketing,
ESG, supply vs. demand economics and gambling on an
unprecedented 24/7 global scale, and faces reversion worthy
of its parabolic rise. The fact that the meme coin has reached
our radar places Shiba Inu at similar risk as Dogecoin in May,
just before its collapse. It may be fun for speculators, but
having achieved about a $40 billion market cap and No. 9
October ranking on Coinmarketcap, Dogecoin wannabe
Shiba Inu is an example of excesses among 13,000 cryptos.

Buterin took a large portion of the Shiba coins he received
out of circulation and donated the rest to charity. When the
Shiba Inu game is up, the problem we see is that many assets
could be prone to risk-off sentiment.

Ethereum Is the Shiba Inu Facilitator

Rested, Corrected Ethereum Rides Digitization Wave: BI
Commodity. Demand is increasing, supply is declining and
Ethereum's position at the epicenter of the digitization of
finance and money is a foundation for further price
appreciation. The No. 2 crypto -- the denominator for NFTs
and top platform for tokenization -- is well on its way to
becoming the collateral of the internet, akin to Bitcoin's
trajectory to be the global digital reserve asset. Ethereum
has been a top-performing major crypto asset in 2021, and
we expect that to continue after a drawdown of about 60% in
1H.

Plenty of decimals have captivated punters willing to risk
$100, which translates to about 1.4 million Shiba Inu coins at
the Oct. 29 price of 0.007 cents vs. only 0.0016 Bitcoin
around $61,000. Shiba Inu is a use-case and demand factor
for the Ethereum platform.

A lot can go wrong to derail nascent technologies, and
plenty of competition may be a headwind, but Ethereum has
passed the test of the 2021 protocol upgrade, which should
help pave the way for similar with ETH 2.0, as it's called due
to the upgrade that will cut energy consumption.

Is Shiba Inu a Leading Indicator Like Dogecoin? The
Bloomberg Galaxy Crypto Index has recovered toward its
2021 high despite Dogecoin's underperformance, indicating
institutional investors are getting more involved. Our graphic
depicts risks to the broader market, with gravity likely to
overcome Shiba Inu. Yet we find a crypto market in transition,
and like all revolutionary technologies, speculation is playing
a role. Limiting supply, pricing the coin at extremely low
decimals, timely Twitter posts and gifting Shiba Inu coins to
Ethereum co-founder Vitalik Buterin are part of what
captivates speculators.
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